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Fireworks 30 Sound Pack. Preview six samples from the sound pack above. Description: Includes 30

individual professionally produced firework sound effects in both .Wav and .Mp3 formats. The individual

sounds inside the downloadable zip file are separated. A beep sound is embedded in the audio preview

file but it is not present in the high resolution downloadable sound files. Properties: Wav (30 Files): 48.000

kHz 24-bit Stereo Mp3 (30 Files): 41.000 KHz 320kbps Stereo Track List: Fireworks Display 01 (0:59)

Fireworks Exploding 01 (0:19) Fireworks Exploding 02 (0:23) Fireworks Exploding 03 (0:21) Fireworks

Exploding 04 (0:11) Fireworks Exploding 05 (0:09) Firework Explosion 01 (0:07) Firework Explosion 02

(0:11) Firework Explosion 03 (0:08) Firework Explosion 04 (0:11) Firework Explosion 05 (0:06) Fireworks

Whistle 01 (0:15) Fireworks Whistle 02 (0:17) Fireworks Whistle 03 (0:24) Fireworks Whistle 04 (0:05)

Firework Fuse Burning 01 (0:18) Firework Fuse Burning 02 (0:19) Firework Fuse Burning 03 (0:29)

Firework Rocket Launch 01 (0:06) Firework Rocket Launch 02 (0:03) Firework Rocket Launch 03 (0:05)

Firework Hissing 01 (0:22) Firework Hissing 02 (0:18) Firework Spinning 01 (0:04) Firework Spinning 02

(0:07) Firework Spinning 03 (0:07) Firecrackers 01	(0:18) Firecrackers 02	(0:07) Firecrackers 03	(0:24)

Firecrackers 04	(0:04) By purchasing this sound pack, you are allowed to use the sounds royalty free in

your projects such as films, videos, games, presentations, animations, stage plays, radio plays, web

videos, new media and multimedia projects, be it for commercial or private use. This sound pack is

created by Sound Jay and protected under the copyright laws. You are not allowed to post the sound

effects alone on any web site for others to download or sell, license or sub-license the sound effects to

anyone else. Keywords: fireworks, firework, display, explosion, explode, exploding, bang, rocket, new

year, 4th of july, firecrackers, fire, crackers, blow, pop, popping, pops, chinese, fuse, wick, bomb, burn,

burning, hiss, hissing, spin, spinning, spinner, rocket, launch, launching, whoosh, takeoff, take off, taking

off, whistle, whistling
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